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An analysis is peiformcd lo siiidy ihc heat mass iransfei and non-parallel vorlex inslabilily chiiiaclciisiics ol buoyancy induced Hows
imni siiiiullaiKoiis dillusion of heal and mass on laminai boundary layers adjaceni lo hori/ontal and inclined suilaces with vaiiable suilace
,i /„( U - -  A\" whcie II IS a conslanl In lie taken as 0 1/3 or 1 Numerical results arc obiained for a Piandll luimbci of 0 7 ovci a lange
'I iiiimheis and vaiious angles of inclinalinn fiom Ihc hoiizonlal 0 7'hc piepaialion ol solulion algorithm with ihe lecuision Inimiilae 
iidmus loi system ol lirsi older equations lo be solved wiih block climmalion method Thercfoie, maliix-solvei algorilhm |26| is used to 
i.iiiis n|iLi,ilions lequiied in Ihc block eliminalion method Foi a given angle 0 , il is found that when the two huoyaiuy foiees liom thermal 
ililiiisiiMi act III Ihe same cliicction, Ixjlh Ihe surlace heal and mass Iranslei lates increase causing the How lo become more suscepuhle lo the 
Kii III msiahihly llowevei, Ihe fluid flow becomes stable when Ihc two buoyancy forces act in the opposite diicciums On the othci hand, as 
the heal and mass liansfei lates aie enhanced but instability of the lluw lo the voilex mode ol disturbance decieases and eventually
11 0 40 deg Results Irom the picsenl non-parallel flow analysis aie compared with the available cxpeiimenial data II is obstived ihal
ikiil.ilmii IS close lo cxpenmcnlal data
rt'irib Vniiev instability, non-paiallel Mow buoyancy ralio paraineier, thermal and mass diffusion
 ^ ’'i»s 4 7 20 Up 47 II -|, 47 15 Fe
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sniiveaion widely exisls in energy and chemical industry 
Jfi\ convective flow over heated surface, the effect of 
toice may play an important role in the transport 
 ^ Il theie exists a concentration giadient in the fluid m 
“"1 It' temperature gradient, the buoyancy force due to 
 ^tJiriusiiin IS also significant Thus, buoyancy forces 
tie induced simultaneously by thermal diffusion and 
nt ,species concentration in n transport process 
'^ ''L'niaiive fields of interest using buoyancy effects 
Simultaneous thermal and mass diffusion include 
(.hemical processing equipment, formation and 
tog, distribution of temperature and moisture over 
•I'lral fields and groups of fruit trees, damage of crops
Aulhor
due lo fieezing and pollution ol environment, The problems of 
combined effects of thermal and mass diffusion in natural 
convection flow have been studied toi vertical and horizontal 
flat plate [ 1.2J Chen and Yuh [3] have generalised the analysis 
lo flow over an inclined plate in which they have neglected the 
streamwise pressure gradient term in the momentum equation 
and obtained similarity solutions tor the flow, thermal and 
concentration fields In a large number of technical applications, 
Ihe surface heating conditions are non-uniform and induced 
byoyant flow is laminar This is why the natural convection with 
non-uniform surface heating has received considerable attention 
[41.
Two types of instabilities are known to occur in the boundary 
layer induced by buoyancy force. One of which is a stationary 
mode and the other is a travelling mode instability. Only the
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stationary mode instability is considered The instability of 
vertical inclined and honzonial natural convection tlows has 
also been analysed extensively by many investigators [5-l4| 
The buoyancy induced flows and their stability characteristics 
have been studied by Gebhart f 151 Someot the previous studies 
have treated the wave mode of instability, while the others have 
analysed vortex mode of instability. However, the majority of 
these studies except for 191 and [121, have considered the flow 
situation in which the buoyancy force is induced solely by the 
temperature vaiiations in the fluid The wave instability of natural 
convection flows with combined buoyancy modes ol thermal 
and mass diffusion has been investigated by Fera and Gebhart 
|9] for a horizontal plate with both Prandtl number and Schmidt 
number equal toO 7 and by Boura and Gebhait 112| fora vertical 
plate with a Prandtl numbei s of 0 7 and vSehmidt numbers of 0 2, 
0 94 and 2 0 The vortex instability of natural convection flows 
under the combined thermal and mass diffusion process, has 
been analysed by Chen etal \ 171 Mixed mode convection m an 
inclined slot has been studied by F^upmora and Kelly [ 18J
In contrast to theoretical studies, the cxpeiimental work on 
the instability of inclined natural convection flows has been 
confined to situations m which there is no mass diffusion [19- 
211 From the experimental work of Lloyd and Sparrow f 161 on 
natural convection flow m water i^vci inclined heated plates, it 
has been concluded that for inclination angles laigcr than 17 
deg (relative to the vertical), the instability is characterised by 
Tollmien-Schlichtmg - the longitudinal vortex mode, whereas 
for inclination angle less than 14 deg, the instability is 
characterised by wave mode In the range between 14 deg and 
17 deg , the two modes of instability were found to coexist
In all the analytical studies |5-7,10,13,22J on the vortex mixlc 
of instability of laminar flow ovei inclined healed plates, a linear 
parallel flow mixiel is employed in which the amplitude functions 
of disturbances are assumed to be independent ol the stream wise 
coordinate The parallel flow analysis has piovided critical 
Grashof numbers that are two to three order magnitude lower 
than those of experimental values However, studies on vortex 
instability of natural convection flow over horizontal flat plate 
(141 and vortex instability of foiced convection flow [23-25] 
predicted that non-parallel flow analysis yields more realistic 
predictions of the instability characteristics, when compared 
with experimental data than the parallel flow analysis In non- 
parallel flow analysis, the mam flow and thermal fields (or 
concentration fields) arc treated as non-parallel Due to the fact 
that analytical results of instability of flow depend on the 
accuracy of main flow .solution, an analysis of vortex instability 
of natuial convection flow ovei horizontal and inclined surface 
should be preceeded with an accurate and complete solution of 
main flow Such a mam flow solution under the simultaneous 
effect of thermal and mass diffusion with the variable surface 
temperature, has not been studied and this constitutes the first 
part of present inve,stigation
fn the present study, the non-parallel vortex instahiii J 
horizontal and inclined natural convection fiov,^ j^  1 
simultaneous thermal and mass diffusion is anaU^r^ 
employing the non-parallel flow model in which the sirear 
variations of disturbances are taken. The surface icm 
of the plate is treated as non-uniform and vane ' 
T; (Jf) = T„ -t- Ax'" The governing conservation equaimr ,! 
the laminar boundary layer are transformed into as\si 
dimensionless equations such that the non-similunty parjp 
^(x) vanes with x to a positive power and depends alsnnp 
angle of inclination fiom the horizontal 0 This sYstcipt 
equations tor the mam flow, thermal and concentidium ti 
with boundary conditions, is solved by block eliminjii(ninieih( 
described by Cebeu and Coustcix |261 As the numhei ol 
order equations to be solved with the block elimination rreiin 
is 9, the preparation of solution algorithm with the icL^irsm 
formula becomes tedious So we use matrix - solver 
described by Cebeci and Cousteix [26)
The stability analysis is based on linear non-parjlld il 
[27, 28] The disturbance quantities are assumed to he 
form of a stationary vortex roll, and have been (ound in lem 
unchanged with time and periodic in the spanwise dircL'i' 
The disturbance quantities are assumed to be a tiincin 
(ji,y,c), independent of time t This disturbance quaniiu, 
superimposed on the steady two-dimensional main I 
quantities The resulting partial diffcicntial equations lor 
disturbance amplitude functions along with ihe hnimi 
conditions are converted into an eigen value problem v^hiJ 
solved numerically by finite difference method 
conjunction with Muller shooting procedure
2. Mathematical formulation
2 /  T h e  m a i n  f l o w ,  t h e r m a l  a n d  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  fte lih
We consider an inclined flat plate, which makes an acute ai 
0 from the horizontal with its heated surface facing upwardj 
an otherw ise quiescent fluid at temperature L  ^
concentration C«, The physical coordinates are chosen si 
that X IS measured from the leading edge of the plate and| 
measured normal to the plate The surface temperature oil 
plate varies as 7„,(jc)- T„ = Ax" , where/4 and exponent J  
real constants The following assumptions are made
(i) The fluid properties are assumed to be ton^ j^ 
except for the body force terms m the mom 
equations which are approximated by the Bous 
relations.
(ii) Fluid flows with low concentration 
considered such that the diffusion thermo and i e 
diffusion effect, as well as the intcrfacial vclo*^ |  
to mass diffusion, are neglected
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V isc o u s  dissipation in the energy equation is
991
e{^,ri) = T -T ^ I { T J x ) -T „ ) ,  
A(<^ ,r7) = C -C „ /(C „ (0 -  C^) (7)
neglected
j No chemical reactions are taking place in the flow
The boundary layer equations for mass, momentum. The non-similar parameter <) measured the combined 
energy and species concentration are applicable eftecls of buoyancy ioice Ci\ , and inclination angle 0 on the
on this assumptions, the governing conservation flow and heat transfer characteristics. v) is stream function
»loM he laminar boundary layer flow can be written as continuity eq. (1) with IV and
j IS the local Grashot number defined by
(1) Gi, ,^ = kP{7],{x) - 7 1 ) x"‘/ v  ^ and A x \
/I = 0 corresponds to uniform wall temperature (U>VT),
Using above transtormation, Ihe system of equations
 ^ ^c o s ^  sin 0(7' -  7;,)
reduces to the following form
, j./l'*‘sin0(C-C^,)-b V /^ y 2  ’ (2)
/ " '  + (;i-t3 )//'-(2 /7  + l)(/')"-H^(f?+yvA)
+ (2 -  n)T]{e + A/V) + )^  (4/1 + 2) j "  (6 + XN )dn
(3)
(4) = («+ 3)1 --
here all the tei ms aic delined in the nomenclatuie section The 0"-M/i-H 3) Pi f 6 ' - 5 n  Pt' fd
vtiuoierms on the'iight-hand side of eq (2) represent the 
fCiimwise pressure gradient induced by the normal component 
'hi buoyancy lorces, lespectively from the temperature and 
incLTiirLUmn variations in the fluid and third and fourth terms 
the axial component of the respective buoyancy 
ira's Ihc boundary conditions for equations (1-4) are
IJ - 0. V -  nv, T = ( X )  = T„ + A x \
< " r ,  ( 0  c  + Bx" at y = 0 ;
U -> U. 7’^  7^", C -> C „ , as v “  (5)
A" + (/I + 3)5c /A ''  SnSef A
= ( i i + 3 ) s . ^ [ r % - A ' ^ ^ J .  (101
0) = / ( 1 , 0) = 0, /(.^,0) ^ ^ 0  /(^.0) 10^ = 0
0(f,O) = l. A(< ,^0) = 1,
y'(<p,O) = 0(< .^“ )^A (.^,«) = O, (11)
The primes indicate partial differentiation with respect to r}
I t) i2) reduces to that for a vertical plate f 1J when 0 = ^ /2 ,
(hat of horizontal plate, when 0 = 0 deg Eqs (1-5) can
'unshirmed into dimensionless equation by employing the ^  buoyancy ratio parameter defined as
'"ensKiiiless coordinate ^(x) and T)ix, y) [131
\  = { P * ( c „  U )  -  C ^ ) ) l ( P ( T „ X x )  -  T . ) )
;i(Gi,,oos®)/5)'''’ tan0,jj = -^((Cr.,,cos<P)/5)''’ (6) ^,2)
(he reduced str«am funclion , Ihe = g P * [ C  i . x ) - C . ) x ^ v ^  is the local Grashiil
"'"'iiinless temperature 0(«.r,) and dimensionless mass «  diffusion The buoyancy ratio parameter N
A(^ ,rj) defined respectively by.
'inx. >’) ^ 5/(^,r;)v ((Gr,,, cos0>)/5)'
number for mass diffusion The buoyancy ratio parameter I 
measures the relative importance of buoyancy force between 
mass and thermal diffusion that drives the flow There is no 
mass diffusion when N = 0. the buoyancy forces from mass and
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thermal diffusion act in the same direction when N>0 and N<0 
indicates both the forces act in opposite diiections The non- 
similar parameter i^ ( n) is a measure of plate inclination 0as 
well as thermal buoyancy force intensity = 0 indicates
the normal velocity at the wall, associated with the species 
diffusion process, is negligibly small This assumption is valid 
when the condition
or using hick's law,
} isc  "  C j  [-A '(^, 0)] « <  I
(1 )^
(14)
C(i,.V,r) = C(A,y) + c'(.v,y,^)
The disturbance quantities are considered in be dep,- 
on the stieamwise coordinate x in addition to nnnn,j| 
spanwise (7 ) coordinates. This is in contrast m rno^ i, 
previous studies in which the disturbances arc i.ikcn, 
independent of x The resultant quantities given by eq 
satisfy the continuity equation, the Naviei-Stokes equjip 
the eneigy equation and the mass diffusion eqiijtu,m,„ 
incompressible steady three-dimensional natural Lon\t.., 
How over non-isothermal inclined flat plate under simulijn’ 
thermal and mass diffusion Let us substitute eq, (18) minih 
govei nmg equations Subtracting the two dimensional mjir,i 
and linearizing the mam tlow quantities, wc get
The physical quantities of interest include local Nussell 
number local Sherwood number Sh  ^(local chemical species 
transfer ratio), the local wall shear sliess T„, and axial velocity 
distribution In terms ot dimensionles.s variables, these quantities 
can be expres.sed as
dll',
'd lJ /
/ch W du '/g
, co s0 ) /5 )  -  -/l'((^,0) , (15)
/Vn, ((G/, , cosd>)/5) -  -P'(<^,0) . (10)
T,(A^/5pi-)((Gr, , cn)s0)/5)"'^'‘ = (17)
2 2 Formulation of stability problem
The linear non-parallel tlow stability theory is considered in the 
present analysis It is tound from the expeiiment that the 
longitudinal voitex rolls remain unchanged with time and pci lodic
-I-
in the spanwise diicction r T hus, the distui bance quantities foi 
velocity components u , v', w', pressure p ' , temperature t '  
and species concentration i ' are assumed to be functions of 
(r, v,7) and independent of time These disturbance quantities 
arc superimposed on the steady two dimensional main flow 
quantities to obtain the following lesultant quantities
V,V,W  = 0, P ,/’ and C ->  U, K, W, P, T and c  ’
U(x,y,z)  = Ui-x, v) + i i \  v ,y ,r ) ,
V(a,_v.7) = V{ i. v) + i''(A, v ,r ) .
VVU,y,c) = vvV,.v,r),
^ (r,y .z ) = P(A,y)-i-/7'(A',y,7). 
f ( x , y , z )  =  r ( x , y )  + i \ x , y , : ) .
where ^  i ^  -> '''
/ 6  x~ / d y~ / ^
operator
Since the disturbances are confined within the b'uiu 
layer ot main flow, (the so called bottling effect 
Haaland and Sparrow [11]), the disturbances will have a Ic 
scales different frc:>m those ot main flow field [27.28] To 
this, the disturbance equations are first non-dimcnsion.ili 
by introducing the following dimensionless quantitie;-
X  =  x l L , Y  = y / E L ,  Z ^ z j E L ,
where f  -  , cos0/5) and
G n ,  = ( g ^ ( r , (L ) - 7 .) L ^ ) /v ^
is the G rasho f num ber based  on charactensl>‘^ 
U x )  If U x ) = x ,  then K = 77 and Other ma*'’
Non-parallel vortex mxtabU.ty o f natural tonvecttonftow .
inimt"'
I
(29),
993
are scaled as- 
, . w  v e L /
.. |(/,- i-) /v . V'*= / . e - ( 7  - 7 - . ) / ( r . ,U ) - r . ) .  thclem. % (,* .neq (30) and.enns > '7  ard
(26)
£  7 3 Y  ' " ' ‘f'' ( 3 2 ) a n d ( 3 3 ) a r e la r g e r t h a n ih e o t h e r t e r m s
L , . 1'*, 0 and X and their derivatives with respect to X means *ha” t h e U r a ' '7 " ' ’ h\ ' ' '  'ti"*' ^
f,„„,.heo.derotlSim.larly,thedtsturbancequant,t,es -P P -p n a te n o r m a h z a t io ; I ^ l i ; t \h e h " L '
by rescaling the coordinates lor the distuibance quantities and
the disturbance pressure with the lorn-
iiiuilL-d as
--u't‘ Llv, = v 'f ’ /a/v, w"^  =w'e^L/\>,
( x . Y , 7 . . r ) ^ ( x . Y . y . . i A ) r - ' ' - . (34)
/' =/'/f7;, ( v ) - 7 ' „ ) , f  *■ = c ' / { c , , ( x ) -c^ ) ,  (27) we obtain
:tC \ ' tr^  p\f^  and and their derivatives with respect 
ind Y arc ot the order of e . Substituting above
can*' + aw */  
' d x ^  ' , 7 Y ^  / d z ~ ^ (35)
isi.mlcss wiritibles (25-27) mtoeqs (19-24), we obtain
' '*'/dV + + '^ ’* A z = °  • (28)
Adx- A d Y - ^  A ir z -
%t.ui(j(r^ +./Vr"), ^29)
+5tan0(r"+AI,*),
/ a r ' ay
It, ax ■ 4^ ^ '^ ar / d Y
-1- f “ a - v * /  ^  /a r -^ +aAay-
A , 
/ a y ' Aax • ./av- ^ a \ y/az +5(t ‘ + N( *)• (37)
3 - (30)
: V . a r ^ _ = - e ^ ^ V -  Aaz ,,'-a- Aax-
' a x ^
rjft ^  A
u =^dvv'^/Aar a^~w
7ay 2 , (38)
/ax^ Aar" 'w /Aaz~' (31)
Ve^/ay-^
Mjj <* ^aiW~Aav
*dt^ /  , VAax^ /ay
-/^[t-<7-r
/ay^ / (32)
Aax- /az-' ■ (39)
* A : y
/ d Y
^Vax^^*'% « v - acWAay
Aar" / (33)
\ 2 d 2.+ /  
% P "
y /
7 ] (40)
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, ,
 ^ / d x - ^  / d X ' ' ^  / d x - ’
r - d ' t * /,'dx- /ax-
to remove the terms involving the function and itsder 
This sequence of operations will yield four equations 
disturbance quantities M^,v^/^andc* Forthe non-paralie!|'p 2 d - w \ /
/ d X ^ '  /  d X - '
in eqs (35-40) are smaller than the rest of the terms m their 
respective equations They can be omitted The omission of 
these lowest order terms in the disturbance equations is 
consistent with the level ol appioximation of the mam flow 
Deleting above mentioned terms and using eq (34), the ^^ere a is the dimensional azimuthal wa
model, above quantities are expressed as
=  [ « „ ( X , y ) ,  V o( X . y ) ,  l o ( X . y ) .  f o ( .  y)]exp(,„.-,
disturbance equations aic reduced to
dv* ,
ydY^
. dw^ ,
. d z ' (41)
,d U ' /  J G r ,  ,co>.Py \ ' \ ^ d U * /
/ a x ^ ^ ’ ' a x ^ [  '5 j ’ , a v
w * du^/dY'-
d^u/ . d~u^ j
^dY- ^dz -
( Gr^i cos0 / 3
I  J
( 'O V , , c o s 0 / Y ' ' \ , , ^ V  + ,/ . a v \ ^d V * /
YdX^ /dY
/dY- /dY^
, d~v' j d \ ' \
'^dY- ^dZr
kdw -dp^
(43)
/ d X + \/ / d Y ' /d Z ^
d"\i , d~\v^ j
''dY^
,d() ' 1 // * *^  /  J. d o , I ^  COS0 / 3/dx ^  /dX^' /dY[ '^^> /5  j
.dX y
/ d x + t/
' d z -
^dX /
+v .dc
'dY
/ d z -
(44)
(45)
(46)
wave number nt
disturbances Thus, the longitudinal vortex rolls arct^ rkctiv 
periodic in the spanwise Z direction with ampliiude lun,, 
depending on both X and Y Substituting eq (47) mtoeq 
the combined form of eqs (43) and (44) as described ab(Ai 
eqs (45,46) along with introducing the coordinate ti,mslomi,,t| 
from (X, 10 to (X,ri)  through the following relalmnship
y = x - „ .  = " % y  = "%A
and writing
a~ = ( /  X'^'^, u = Uq, !’ = »'(), c = ro X ‘' \
we obtain the following system of partial diftereniial cqu,iii 
for the disturbance amplitude functions u,v. t and i
D ~ u - \  f l | D / < - b n T ; /  +  r / : , r - t - r t 4 ( r - f  N c )  =
O'*V + D V + /?2D~\> -i-h^Dv + h^v + + /i,,(f - \
= 5 / ’xay^^[D -v)  + 5 J ’X (Ov)-5oi-jX  '* ,
D 't+  tl^  Ol + dyl + </,« + lliV = 5 Pi / X
D ~ c  f  C | D i  -b C2 C -b e■^u -b C4 V =  5 S ( J  X
The corresponding boundary conditions are 
„ = i. = Dw = r = c = 0. at = 0 and t) = “
Ineqs (50-53), D" = d ' /d r \ ’' and the boundaiyu'iidmi 
arise from the vanishing of the disturbances at the wallJ'’* 
the tree stream in which Dv = 0, results from the
equation ^ along with W' = Oat r/
7j = 00 The main flow and thermal fields are expr*^ '''
functions of (i^ . r\ ) , it is convenient to express th e  disin^'’ *
Now, the pressure terms m eqs (43) and (44) are eliminated amplitude functions «,v,r and c as a function 0
by cross differentiation and subtraction The resulting equation Transforming (X, r;) to ( | ,  T]) through the relationsh F
is then differentiated with respect to Zonce and the substitution 
' ^ ’/ d Y  continuity equation is employed ^  % X  ~ ^  ‘^ YdX ^  %77 % /
(55)
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,hi iin the iollovving system of partial differential equations 
iK’ dhturbiinLL' amplitude functions u, \' t and c in case ot
/)-„ ( alii + a\v al( t  + Ni) = (5(,)
[)\  ^  ^h* D~v -  Dv -I t h^u -^h^(t + Nc)
i r n  ( l i O f  d \ t  - \ - d \ u -  d l v  T Fr /
t ( I A  + t'nf’ ~  t'4 V' = 3 S i /  5  ^ ^ 0^
(58)
(59)
+^6« + /7 ''+  f^{t+ Nc)-^0,
D^(0 + fijD^iO-^ /ii^Dco-h f>^ (i)+ ff^a
+S(At + Ns) + jifyD\'-l-^^D~vi »^„Dv -I- 57,i,V 
-<-.Vnn i-j?,2(t^N c) = 0 , («,)
D-r-+ /||D th hjT -h h^cr + hjco -h li^Dr + hf^ i + liyu -h Itgv - 0 ,
(67)
D ~ii /iA9s -f /nS+/^(T-f /4m + /s^ 7c i ^ 0 ,
(68)
wall the boimdiiiy conditions
// = r = D} -  t ^  ( ~ CT = w -  Dio == T ~ s -  0 
at r j - 0  and r] - - ((i9)
The coctticicnts ineqs (61 )-(08) uredellned in the Apijendix
f:(o/, , .a .  Fi, (70)
I’he system ol coupled ditlercniial cqs (61-68) alongwilh
I ()v is(i S9) along with then houndaiy conditions (54) the homogenous boundary conditions (69) toims an eigen value 
111 sen' ihc nialhcmalical system lor the stability pioblem Since pioblem ol the toi m
s9) aic pailial dil'lcrcnlial equations, the boundary
II liiions ,is uiven by (54) aie not siillicient it ^ dei ivativcs oF
d I aic not sel equal to zero The well known methods 
1' aiL- used lo solve such a system ot equations aic the local 
and local non-similaiity methods When the terms on
III iKiikl sident eqs (5 6 -5 9 ) a ie  d e le ted , the  resu ltin g  equ a tio n s  
1 ; \olh biH indaiy c m u l i t io n s  (5 4 )  p ro v id e  a sy s te m  i>1
lui the local s im ila ii ty  n o n -p a ra lle l flo w  m o d el To 
'im s)sicm  ol cc|Liations to i the  loca l n o n -s im ila n ty  non- 
I1o\\ model, w e in tio d iice
Foi given values ot exponent it, JVandtl numbei Fr, Schmidt 
numbei Sc, 1 dative buoyancy latio paramctei N, and angle ot 
inclination 0 , the values ot wave number a satisfying above 
cq (70) IS sought as eigenvalue for a given value ot 0'/  ^  ^or the 
non-similaiity paramctei
3. Numerical method of solution
rr - ()ii 10 =  (h 'l 'd ^  , T -  rVt , ,s -  S cjc)^
I 56-59) and houndaiy conditions (54) are then 
I’loL'iiduiod wilh icspcct to  ^ once to obtain equations tor 
.Hill) Neglecting the terms <)a;d^. rkojd^, Oxfd^, 
wc lind a system ot homogenous ordinary dilfcrential 
N'miis loi ihe disturbance amplitude lunctions w, v. t, c.
'  ^ and s
n + W| Du -)■ a,// + n^v -ha^(t + Nr) + a (^T = 0 , (61)
 ^b]D\ ~i-bjP'v + b^Dv + b^v-h b^u + bf,(t + Nr)
" D' (/j + Deo + bqfO = 0,  (62)
Dt -t il^t + dT^ ii'-y V- + f/jT -  0 . (63)
 ^C] Di + £?,r  + e^u + e^v -F e., s = 0 , (64)
^^ ~^  + J]Dg + /2CT-F /i0) + /4 (t + Ms) + f^Du
The system ot equations toi the main flow, theimal and 
(60) concentiation Fields, eqs (8-11) was solved by block elimination 
method The details of the technique are omitted here I lowever, 
for the treatment ol the inlegials involving 0, dO!d^,X and 
()X;d^ incq (8), we introduce
C; =- f Odt] , H = \ X Ji) (71)h] J\]
which gives rise to two additional equations
f / - F 0 - 0 ,  6’(^ ,“ ) = 0 , (72)
H U X ^ O ,  //(<^.“ ) = 0 ,  (73)
andeq (8) simplities to
/ " '  + (n + 3 ) j? -" -(2 n + l)( / ')^ + ';(e  + -W)
+ )^ (2 -n )r7 (e  + W )  + j ^  (4;i + 2) (C + /V«)
(74J= (« + 3
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Thus, fimtc ditterence sululion was performed on eqs (74), 
(9-1 Ij, (72) and (73) loobldin mam flow quantities f ,  f \  /  ", 
6, O', A, A' and their partial derivatives with respect to ^ that 
are needed in the stability computations and m the determination 
of local Nusselt number, local sherwood number and the local 
wall shear stress This approach gives a better rate of 
convergence and hence, reduces the numerical computation 
time As the number ol first order equations to be solved with 
the block elimination method is 9, the preparation of the solution 
algorithm with the iccursion formula becomes tedious So, wc 
use the matrix-solver algorithm (described in chapter 5 |26|)
The equation describing the stability problem, equations 
(56-59) with their terms on right hand side deleted, the foui 
equations model or of equations (61-68) toi the eight equation 
model, weie solved numerically by a finite difference scheme 
along with Mullei's shooting method The solution method 
parallels that described m (29|, This eigenvalue problem is best 
solved by approximating the boundary conditions at r] - ?/„. 
with the asymptotic solution ol eqs (61-68) The asymptotic 
solutions for u.vj and < at r /-  consist of five sets of 
independent solutions {ii^ , r , and < with i=l,2,3,4 and 5 |30| 
that can be easily obtained
In determining the neutral stability curve for given values of 
Pr, Sc, N, n, and 0 , the eigenvalue problem is to find the value 
of a  for a specified value of <7/'^   ^ This is done as follows First, 
the mam flow solution is obtained to provide the coefficients
~ 7b  ^pre-assigned value ol ^ with the given values ol
Pr, Sc, N, n With the angle 0 specified, the parameter 
GVj,, COS0/5 = ((^/tan0)*' is specified with this known value ol 
Gr^ j and a guessed value of wave number a  as the eigen value, 
the finite difference forms of eqs (61-68) are numerically solved 
from 7) = 0 to y) = «• ending with the asymptotic solutions for 
u,v,t,c,CT,(0 ,T and i The gues.sed eigenvalue a  is then 
collected by Mdllcr shooting method until the boundary 
conditions at the wall (77 = 0 ) are satisfied within a certain 
specified tolerance This gives a converged a  value as the 
eigenvalue for the given values of ;i, Pr, Sc, N,<1> and  ^
This completes a solution of the eigenvalue problem The same 
process is repeated to obtain different values of the (or, G>^,) 
pair in mapping out a neutral stability curve
Numerical computations were carried out for Pi = 0 7 and Sc 
= 0.6, 1,2 with N ranging from - 0  5 to 2 The Schmidt number 
range covers typically diffusion into air of watei vapour (5t- 0  6), 
carbon dioxide (0 94), methanol (0 97) and ethyl benzene (2 01) 
The neutral stability curves foi different values of exponent n 
ranging from 0 to 1 are plotted In the calculations, the values of
were found to depend on the Schmidt numbei Sc and the N 
value For Sc = l,2andyv= 1,2 =7 and lo rN = -0  5, 77„, = 8
weie found to be sufficient m both the mainfluw anri 
calculations Whereas for Sc = 0 6 r?. = 8, N=1,2 and ij 
for = -0  5 were required. In the main flow .solutions, bvi 
finite difference method, variable step sizes were used mih ■
d ir e c t io n  T h e  s te p  s iz e  w a s  in c r e a se d  g ra d u a lly  with mtre,
^ and ranged -  01 for 0 < (^  < i to = 2 0 for f 
(7n the other hand, uniform step size of A77 = 002 m the 
direction was u.sed in the mam flow calculations In ihcsi,ihii | 
calculations, Arj was taken to be 0 04 for 0 < r/ > j-j
4. Results and discussion
Numerical lesults foi the local wall shear stiess, the local 
number and the local Sherwood numbei are shown m tciiiK, 
(Gi\ , COS0/5) , Nu,(Cr^ , cos0/5) ‘'
5/i^  (Gr  ^ , cos0/5j respectively, m Figures 1-3 These h 
reveal that above three quantities increase with intrcasinj; \\il|, 
ol ^ The wall shear stress and surface heal 01 mass naiii|i 
rates either increase with the increasing angle ol iiitiinjimn) 
for a fixed local thermal Grashof number Gt  ^  ^01 inuiiiisc ,mi 
the increasing thermal Grashof number for a lixal ( 
Physically, this implies that when the local therm.il (n.i,h, 
numbei is increased or when the angle 0 is intreast
Fi{(ure 1 Local wall shear stress results for UW T ( n  =  01
ol S< for curve /1 = 0  6. fl = 1 0 , ^ = 2 0 ^ = » 2 C ^ ------^  =
-----N = - 0 5 ------
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the buoyancy iorces will become more pronounced 
[,,si lu.ses an increase in the wall shear stress and the surface 
or niJ-s‘> transfer rates This condition will prevail as long as 
.^ombined buoyancy forces {N >0) from thermal and mass
l„l.Miulnvelhenow
f.(,r .1 oivcn value of Schmidt number (Figures 1-3), the wall
II sties'- and surlace heat or mass transfer rates increase
Schmidt number This is because a laige Schmidt number 
provides a thinnei concentration boundary layer thickness 
relative to the flow boundary layer thickness, thereby resulting 
in a larger concentration giadient at the wall and hence, an 
enhancement in the surface mass transfer lale This trend is 
analogous to the heal transfer process in which the surlace 
heat transfer rate increases as the Prandtl number increases
iih iiie increasing value of N when N>0 i e both thermal 
jliiision and mass diffusion combine to drive the flow On the 
IliO hjnd, ihe values of these three quantities become lower, 
ihf bui\vaiic'y force from mass diffusion opposes the 
,1 (hios ancy force (,N<0) than those for A^=0(no buoyancy 
[la- mass dillusion) In addition, as the Schmidt numbei 
t‘s boih the local wall shear stiess and the local Nussell 
increase when A^ >0 and decrease when N<0 This is due
fihi- latl lliai a sinallei Schmidt number corresponds to a larger tiji\ dillusion coefficient, which in turn, exerts a largei 11, c on the flow  field and hence, the thermal field Figure 3 
I'i.jjlI', that loi a fixed buoyancy ratio parameter, larger 
J miiabcMs aie associated with lai ger Schmidt numbers 
liih vDilaLf m ass runsfei rate incieases with the increasing
Lisal Nussell 
 ^0 6
- II5  ^ _
number results for UWT (n = 0), Hr = 0 1  Values 
f l = 1 0 ,  C = 2 0 A ^ = 2 0 -------N  = 1 0  N = 0
Figure 3. Local Sherwood number results lor UWT (ii -  0), Pr (I 7 
Values ot S< for curve A = 0 ft, B = 1 0. f ' 2 1) /V = 2 ( I ----- N ^ I U
;V = - 0  5 --------
The local wall shear stress and local Nussell number as a 
function of ai e shown in Figures 4 and 5 for values of exponent
n of 0 ,1 /3 and 1, for both Pr=Q l  and 7 0 As can be seen from 
these figures, for a given value of n, both the wall shear stress 
and surface heat transfer rate increase with the increasing value 
of ^ These two quantities increase with the increasing angle 
of inclination <f> from the horizontal for a given value ot local 
Grashof number Gr^ ^  or w ith the increasing local Grashof number 
Gr^^ for a given inclination angle 0 In addition, the surface 
heat transfer rate (Figure 5) increases with an increase in n tor 
a given value of ^ with a larger Pr yielding a higher transfer 
rate
To show the variations of local Nussclt number Nu^ and the 
local Sherwood number S/i^  with the local thermal Grashof
numberCr ,, ihc angle of inclination 0 and the buoyancy 
parameter N. Figures 6 and 7 are drawn. It can be seen thai || 
Nu^ and Sh  ^ inciease with the increasing values ol (;,
N The lesulis loi different angles of inclination ( 0 -]^ 
deg) are shown in the diagram Angle of inclination 0 =%^ ,. 
considered because in this case, the plate will be m veiii 
position
Fl|{ure 4. LotJl wjll ihcji slicss icsulis lor /„ ( i ) -  /„ if -  0 f> N
= 2 0  Vjliies of II lor Liirve A - 0 0 = 1/1. ( =1 0 Pi = 0 7 ------/V -
7 0 ------
Fi|iurc 6. Local Nusselt luimber irrwis local IhcMinal tjiJshol nuiy 
various angle ol inclination, n = 0, Pr =■ 0 7, .S’l = 1 0, A -  -
------- , ,V = - 0 5 ------  Values of 0 lor /t = 0, “ l i   ^ ‘
E = 60, / = 75 cleg
Neutral stability curves and critical wave and |  
numbers were obtained for various angles of inclinJ^ '
ranging from'O deg to 75 deg Representative ncuiKil sO
curves are plotted in Figure 8 for Fr=0 7 and Sc■=1 Oioid'H
Figure 5 Local Nusselt number results foi /„( \ ) -T „  = riv" Values of »i 
for curve /I = 0 0. fl = I/.1. T = I 0 Pr = 0 7 ------ , Pi = 7 0 -------
values of 0 =0 , 30 and 60 deg It is seen from the figure'*^  
i fixed value of N, as the angle 0 increases froin
lb"®
oJ-:!;
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1 suibilily curve shifts right upward indicating a 
iPih/jtion ()1 the mam flow to the vortex mtxle oi instability at 
p.er wave number On the other hand, at a given angle of 
,ip,iiuiii <2^^  buoyancy ratio parameter increases from a 
,„\c to a positive value, the neutral stability curve shifts 
, jnvMird indicating destabilization of the flow at a larger wave 
piiYsically, this implies that a larger N value gives rise 
, stiiPiiiier cMecr of combined buoyancy forces, which in 
,,,ntnbutes to a less stable flow Figure 8 reveals that for a
|20
■30 
25
- -I20
15 
10 
5 
0
1*7 Loc.iJ Shi’iwoiul num lur r r / s^ ^^  liical Ihermal tircishof numhu
111..K ol iiK lina lion . n =- 0, Pi = 0 7  ,Sr = 1 0, A/ = 2 -------- . N
' \ , i l i i L s  of 0  lor / \  =  0, fl =  1 S, (  =  30, D  =  45. E =■ ( l O  /  =
fixed angle 0 , the locus ot critical points (t e the points of 
minimum thermal Grashof numbers) on the neutral stability 
curves for different N values, forms a stiaight line
The effect ot Schmidt number on the vortex instability of the 
flow', neutral stability curves toi Pr=0 7 and Sc=0 6, 1 and 2 at a 
fixed angle 0 =30 deg with /V=-() S.0.1 and 2 are shown in Figure 
9 The critical points on the neutral stability curves for different 
values of buoyancy ratio parameteis /Vtorm a straight line, which 
IS different I01 a different Schmidt numbei The relative position 
of C l  ilical points for diffeient Schmidt numbers appears to shift 
with a change in the N value In general, a decrea.se in the N 
value contributes to the stabilization of fluw and a decrease m 
the Schmidt numbei lioin 1 to 0 6 lor a fixed N value tends to 
stabilize the flow when N>0 and to destabilize the How when 
A^ <0 However, no such definite tiend is available when Schmidt 
numbei is mci cased fiom I to2(/V<0) These results follow tiom 
a very complicated interactions of the two buoyancy effects 
through velocity to the diffusion mechanism on the stability 
t haiacteristic.s of the flow
FiKurc 9. Represenlaii
Hr = 01
. n eu tu l slahilily curves foi 0 = 30 deg ,
“rt N k,
/V ^ 0 7
' Pfesenialivc neutral stahiluy curves for 0 = 0. 30, 60 deg
The critical thermal Grashof numbers Gi*, and critical wave 
number cr * at various angles ot inclination 0 are listed in Table 
1 for Pn=0 7 and Sc=0 6 ,1 and 2 with A/ = -0 5, 0,1 and 2 The 
angular variation of these critical thermal Grashof numbers are 
also plotted in Figure 10 From the table and figure, it is observed 
that an inclined natural convection flow with mass diffusion 
becomes less susceptible to the vortex mode of instability as 
the plate is tilted from the horizontal towards the vertical 
orientation. The flow is the most susceptible to the vortex mode 
of instability, when the plate is horizontal and this susceptibility 
diminishes as 0 increases and thermal Grashof number becomes
Table 1. ('niiLal thurniiil Orashof numbers and wave numbers for Pr
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n(dcg )
Gr , rr * f/* Gr * II
0 
I 5 
3 0 
45 
C)0 
75
1 5 
30 
45 
fiO 
7 5
0 
1 S
3 0
4 5 
60
I 12 
457
IH62 17 
HH32 
59K62 
1124962
91 029 
36 3
1526 42 
7266 
50H67 
946067
7 0 
325
1460 4H 
7430 
5 2290 
99H090
0 H33
1 065 
1 212 
1 394
1 666
2 07 3
0 912 
1 06
1 249 
1 45K
1 625
2 1K2
0 9505
1 1215 
I 3 115 
1 552 5
1 H94
2 4H1
204 
737 
2793 3 
13013 
KH410 
1670010
150 99 
5K4
25 3] 94 
I 1501 
H I 3 SO 
14733 SO
9 3 
50S
23 S9 94 
1 2279 
S6 279 
I 6 39979
0 S42
0 9S5
1 I IS 
1 294
1 5 45
2 01
Sf 1 0 
0 S65
0 9S5
1 146 
I 332 
I 5 59 
? 052
Sf -2 0
0 9 I
1 062 
I 212 
I 417
1 697
2 245
300 OH 
I 2H0 
6250 5 
25580 
145709 
311K109
300 OS 
12S0 
6250 5 
255SO 
145709 
31 1SI 09
300 OS 
12S0 
6250 5 
255 SO 
145109 
3 I ISI 09
0 799 
0 H98
0 949 
1112
1 4 56 
I 8S2
0 799 
0 S9S
0 949 
1112
1 4 56 
I HS2
0 799 
0 S9S
0 949
1 I 12 
I 4 56 
1 SS2
709 
2 295 
85H5 73 
40465 
274165 
4916000
920 223 
3070 
0644 9S 
47944 
200901 
60S 1901
959 
3053 
9043 S7 
3S01 3 
2445 I 3 
45S05 I 3
0 69S 
0 Sl)2
0 912
1 052 
1 252 
1 (.3;
0 705 
0 7')", 
(I 855
0 984
1 599 
I 114
0 f.-'K
0 775
0 8S5
1 02 1 
1 208 
I 5()S
°° when the plate is vertical This is because when the plate is 
vertical, there is no buoyancy torce comptinent that acts normal 
to the plate and as a result, vortex mode ot instability does not 
take place The instability ol the flow is seen to be affected 
strongly by the buoyancy force liom mass diffusion The flow 
becomes less or more stable to the vortex mode of instability, 
depending on whethei the buoyancy force tiom mass 
diffusion assists (A/> 0) or opposes (A^ < 0) the thermal buoyancy 
force
A comparison between the present vortex instability results 
for the inclined plate with the wave instability results for the 
horizontal and veitical plate (Table 2) indicates that the first 
onset of the instability of the flow is due to the vortex mode ot 
disturbances when the plate is horizontal, whereas in a vertical 
plate. It IS due to wave mode of disturbances Thus, a crossover 
from vortex l(i the wave mode ot instability is expected to occur 
as the plate is tilled from the horizontal towards the vertical 
position However, an accurate assessment ol the inclination 
angles at which cross over lakes place cannot be made at present 
due to lack of wave instability results for inclined free convection 
flows with combined buoyancy mode of thermal and rnass 
diffusion There is no experimental instability data available for
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jbit- *
1 (-iiniparison of critical values with Ihnse obtained by pieviou.s wmks on voricx/wavc
5[(1+A0 r;;^^+/5|''' N (V; x;*
^,-lC'
49 2 1 51x10'
5 3 1 3 35x10'
ln^unllllv 6 4 0 1 72x10'’
77 -0 5 8 66x10“
iK'bhnrl [12] Nalural N (,r_ *
, ..Ill'll
n V--C94 60 0 5 2 03x10'
') 1 66 0 2 96x10'
in i.ilnlio 73 0 2 4 49x10“
a* N
„ I iilllMtllllll (('iitical wave number)
S( --(1 0 0 702 2 1 32
0 652 1 191
0 583 0 340
0 5 16 -0 5 544
", ,M.' n u a , = 2 17-4 97
, Pimni ,# * -() 895-2 049
(, 'll 1 .IILI I ,A =(() 16 0 31) Re^ 1/1 (hJR i  C'- 46-110
1 iinhM.. f/* N
1) S( n (i (Ciilical wave number)
0 853 2 1 12
1 M’. 1 lllll 1. 0 842 1 204
1 i' imIIlI llm\ 0 799 0 300 08
0 698 0 5 709
ii nulKiin|32J (X* Cw/
i",iiiis Pi-O 7 [IIWTI 0 33204- 0 42970 6 35 - 11 37x10'
0 68803 834 52
" I'l' ill^ l lln\^  
I /'!-()
'.il'n-N .IS Lxprcsstd in original papeis
 ^wmipaiison wilh the present analysis except lor the case 
( ondusion
'^ 1'' papei, non-parallel vortex instability characteristics ol 
>ni-y induced flows that result from simultaneous diltusion 
and mass m laminar boundary layers adjacent to 
' ''"ntal and inclined surfaces with a power law variation in 
t' '^iipciature, has been investigated analytically by 
""ving the linear non-parallel flow theory The analysis is 
tn situations in which low concentration level exists 
that ditfusion-thermo/thermo-diffusion effects and the 
velocities due to mass diffusion are neglected. The 
fr"rnus non-parallel flow model which takes into account the
strcamwi.se dependence ol the 
disturbances, predicts laige critical 
Grashol numbers in comparison to 
parallel tlim model, thus bringing closer 
agreement to available experimental 
data When the buoyancy force from 
mass diftusion assists the thermal 
buoyancy force, the heat /mass transfer 
rates increases and the flow becomes 
less stable to the voriex mode ol 
instability These trends are reveised 
when the two buoyancy foices oppose 
each other As the angle of inclination 
from the horizontal is incieased, the 
buoyancy force elfects become moie 
pronounced This gives rise to an 
inciease in the surface heat oi mass 
transfer rates, but to a stabilization of 
the mam flow to the vortex mode of 
disturbance
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N o m en cla tu re
a = dimensionless wave number of dislurbancc
A,B =  I cal constanls
C = species conccnlralion
D = diffusion cocfticicni
iy‘ = , differential O p e l atoi
/  = reduced stream function
g = gravitational acceleration
-  thermal Grashol number 
Gr = Grashol number foi mass dll fusion
K = thermal conductivity of fluid
L = X, characteristics length
n = exponent in the power law variation ol wall 
temperature
N = buoyancy ratio parameter
Nu^ = local Nusselt number
p'  -  perturbation pressure
P = mam flow pressure
Pf -  \'/k Prandtl number
a = dc/d^
Sc = v/D Schmidt number
Sh^ = local shei wood number
r = dimensionless amplitude function of temperature
disturbance
/' = perturbation temperature
T = fluid temperature
I I , V. w = dimensionless amplitude functions oi I 
disturbances
n \ v \ axial, normal and spanwisecomponenisu) v i 
disturbances
IJ,V = mam flow velocity components in x and v diim, |
v,v,r = axial, noimal and span wise cooidi nates
X.YZ = dimensionless streamwise. noima! and spjiiu.J 
coordinate
Greek Symbols
(/ = dimensionless wave number of disiuiKmiL
P \^~(dpldT)^^  ^ ]y]p volumetric codficieniol in, 
expansion '
P* = \-[dpldC') J, p  volumetric codliuun i 
expansion with mass traction
d = boundary layer thickness
ri Pscudo-similarity vanable (vA) ((y’/ ^Lus O ' '
- dimensionless boundary layei thickness
0 = dimensionless tempeiatuic (T’ - )/(r " '  ■
A = dimensionless mass fiaction
K = thermal diffusivity of fluid
= dynamic viscosity of the fluid
\ = kinematic viscosity of the fluid
((/r^^cos 0/5)'^'’ tan 0 - non-similaiitv par.iinciij
P density ol fluid
T,, = p{di4fdv)^^^^ ~ 0 local wall sheai stiess
0 = angle of inclination from the hoi izonlal
= stieam function
rr = function, dufdi^
O) = function, dvjd^
T = function, dt /d^
Superscripts
+ = dimensionless disturbance quantity
- = scale quantity
* Critical condition or dimensionless mJ"' 
quantity
= Resultant quantity
Non-paralM .ortex ,nswb,l„y o f na,ura, r „ „ v « „ o „
J003
Londirion at the wall 
amdilion at the free stream 
dimensionless amplitude function
ijlkienis m cqs (36-63) aie given by
^7 - e , , , .  --2r„ - « ^ 7,
>?I1 “ /g  ^LOS0/3)
- ( | . f f j - r T  4^ ---- -*'/ , LDSfli/Sj'
V - 3 / ?
1 ' ' " '% ) ■ ' - •  -  <^-7) =- 2T/^"- t ' - i ^ ^ ' / ) ^
-,/'/^)((,/^,eos0/5) = -^ « r '^ (6 \ ,c o s0 /5 )" “‘'
V ' /), -  -3^/ ", 3fjf-^/ D~co -  j
- ' i m ' - U f  + 4 r r / " ^ \ 2 ^ ^ y ^ , ^ <4 (^.7 ) .■„,(4,r,) = 8 ^ ; ^ , 4
/., - 3 P r ( /  ''2  = - « -  ( 2 / ' ,
‘■' - - Hr(,,r/. -  Pr  f ' ~  - - ( P r / 5 ) f , , />, -  - ( P . /5 ) . , = (Pi/5) ( 2 1 ,0 ' -  3 4 ' % )  .
, cos0/3)'^\ r-y, ^ -3 P r-^ /
uic J/j -
' ‘ - ‘’t f i , e , -  6V .SV/3)r,,
‘J .'>< A'(0>^  co s0 /5 )" \ £., = =  s
/ '■ ' 2- f4 -• 2 f '  - a ^ / ,  - - 5 / ^ '( G ^ , cos0/5)"
'^4 -  - P r e '( o ' / , , a > s ^ /5 ) ' ' . /i, = + /
" "  ^ ' 4 i  ■ ''7 = <- P '/5 ' [ 3 %  -  + H  , 1
/i« ^ (-Pr/^)(0V^, cos0/5)'^*’ ^
3> = (-^ > s ) [ 3 « % - 2 ' ? 0 ' | .
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jnd 04(1.'?) = +
